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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Sports

Sports

Up close

Panther wrestler Louis Taylor
named Top Cat of the Week
after qualifying for Nationals.
Story on Page 12

Students make plans for
Spring Break.
Story on Page 5

Panther softball team gets off to
slow start in season opener,
dropping double-header to Illinois.
Story on Page 12

Shuttle bus
contract
terminated
Company can’t
provide service
at bid price
By Jeremy Pelzer

Student government editor

The future of the Panther
Express is uncertain after the
operator of the shuttle bus system
terminated its contract with
Eastern Wednesday.
H&H
Transportation
of
Charleston and the university
mutually agreed at a meeting
Wednesday night to terminate
H&H’s contract since the company could not provide the bus service at the price they bid, said
Shelly Flock, director of media
relations and publications, in a
press release.
H&H, who won the shuttle bus
contract for the spring semester
last August with a bid of $53,998,
began running two buses on Jan.
8, before a contract was finalized.
Subsequently, the company
advised the university that an error
had been made in their bid and
they could not provide the bus ser-

vice for the price they bid, the
press release stated.
As a result, H&H met with university officials and members of
the Student Government last
month to request a revision to the
contract. Specifically, the company asked for at least $20,000 more
than the original bid, Flock said.
Because the university does not
have sufficient funds to meet the
higher costs requested by H&H,
the shuttle bus contract will be terminated as of 4 p.m. today, a press
release said.
The two Panther Express buses
will continue to shuttle students to
places such as Mattoon, Wal-Mart
Supercenter, the Square, and Wilb
Walker’s until that time, said
Adam Weyhaupt, speaker of the
Student Senate.
During Spring Break next
week, Flock said the university
will work to find another company
to operate the bus system.
However, Flock said she had
“no idea” if a new company could
be found by March 19, when
classes resume.
“We are in the process of negotiating with other companies for
services,” Flock said. “We hope to
have this resolved by the time stu-

Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
John Hamilton, the Panther Express bus driver, greets Pamela Perez, a freshman journalism major, Thursday morning as
she gets on the bus at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union stop.
dents come back.”
“Because we know how important the shuttle bus is to students,
the university and representatives
from Student Government will be
working diligently over Spring
Break to ... avoid any interruption
in service, ensuring that students
receive the services they paid for,”
said Lou Hencken, vice president
for student affairs, a press release

stated.
Currently, every Eastern student is charged $5.60 per semester
to pay for the Panther Express.
Flock said the contract termination would have no effect on student fees this semester.
“Students will still be paying
the same amount,” she said.
Flock said she is currently not
aware of any plans by the univer-

sity to take legal action against
H&H Transportation.
“Our primary goal right now is
just to ensure that there is no
inconvenience to students,” Flock
said.
The decision on whether to
take legal action rests with
University President Carol Surles
in consultation with the university’s legal counsel, she said.

Student Government considers Power outage planned
implementing honor code
for WEIU,networks
By Jeremy Pelzer

Student government editor

As an Eastern student, do you
promise not to lie, cheat or steal?
“Sure,” said Mike Kosiak, a
sophomore undecided major.
“Sometimes I lie, but they’re little
white lies.”
Are you sure?
“OK,” said Thomas Culp, a senior
political science major. “But I’m not
saying I would tell the truth always.”
Student Government members
are currently feeling out students’
opinions about the idea of a student
pledge, in which all students would
promise not to lie, cheat or steal.
While the pledge would not be
legally binding, said Kristen Rutter,
vice president for academic affairs, it
would be a good idea for students to
hold themselves to a certain moral
code.
A student pledge “would bring
additional respect” to the school,
Rutter said.

“

I think there would be general support for the pledge.
Amanda Grindley,
junior economics major

”

Rutter said she got the idea of a
student pledge from a honor code
program at Texas A&M University.
Forrest Lane, student body president at Texas A&M, said his school
has had a honor code system since its
founding in 1876.
Texas A&M’s honor code, which
maintains that “Aggies do not lie,
cheat or steal and will not tolerate
those who do,” has helped create better morals among the student body,
Lane said.
“Anytime you hold people to high
expectations, you have high quality,”
he said.
The code also gives students at
Texas A&M greater pride in their

school, Lane said.
“It’s a value people want to see,”
he said. “People want to have pride in
the school.”
Rutter stressed that the idea of a
student pledge at Eastern is still in its
beginning stages.
“We’re just surveying students
right now,” she said.
Rutter said the few surveys she
has seen indicate support for the
pledge.
“I think there would be general
support for the pledge,” said Amanda
Grindley, a junior economics major.
She added that a student pledge
would make people think more about
their morals.
Some students, though, believed
the pledge was pointless.
“It seems like a ridiculous pledge
to have,” said Ben Eagleson, a sophomore English major.
These are pretty much the standards people are held to anyway. I
don’t think they have to sign a pledge
about it.”

Web sites,e-mail,
mainframe to be
down next week
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor

A planned power outage will
temporary halt the operation of
Eastern’s television station and
computer network.
Eastern’s WEIU-TV station
will not operate the majority of
Sunday, March 11 while its computer network will be shut down
for several hours March 10.
WEIU-TV serves an 11-county area of East Central Illinois
and is available on cable systems
in
Mattoon,
Charleston,
Champaign, Effingham, Paris
and Tuscola, a press release said.
According to the press
release, it is expected that broad-

cast transmissions will resume
sometime during the evening.
The entire network will be
affected on March 10, including
all dial-in connections; all
Eastern Web sites; all Eastern email systems for faculty, staff
and students; Eastern’s mainframe computer for academic
and administrative use; all
Internet access via any campus
networking facilities; the residence hall cable television system; and the Gregg Triad student
computer labs, a press release
said.
Electricians will also be
working on the Student Services
power on March 11 and 14, a
press release said.
Interruptions to the Student
Services Building are not anticipated, but could occur.
Eastern’s power generator
should provide power to the
Services Building, preventing
any network and server outages.

Campus
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Eastern RHA plans to donate funds three-day
News
forecast
The Daily
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By Erika Larson
Staff writer

Residence Hall Association
members voted to donate a total of
$75 to various organizations at a
meeting Thursday.
RHA voted to donate $30 to
Stepping for Unity, which will combine a step show with a comedian
and other acts on April 26 to promote unity and diversity on
Eastern’s campus and the Charleston
and Mattoon communities.
Monique Cook-Bey, a graduate
student with the National
Panhellenic Council and the Student
Life Office, announced plans for
Stepping for Unity to RHA. She said
those involved with Stepping for
Unity will recruit children of all ethnic backgrounds from Charleston
and Mattoon to teach them a step
routine to perform at the event.
RHA’s donation will go to funding
the event.

RHA also voted to co-sponsor
the Walk for Non-Violence with the
Coalition
against
Domestic
Violence. The event will take place
on April 21 and will be coordinated
by the Haiti Connection, a registered
student organization with the
Newman Catholic Center. Co-sponsoring involves giving a donation of
$25, attending committee meetings,
and commuting to helping on the
day of the event.
RHA is also paying the $10 registration fee to participate in the Kyle
Cox volleyball tournament in the
Student Recreation Center on March
24. Cox was a resident assistant in
Thomas Hall was killed in a car accident, and his parents organized the
tournament as a memorial to him.
The final donation will go to
Camp New Hope in Mattoon, which
provides retreat facilities and campgrounds for various groups. The $10
donation will put RHA’s name on a
plaque honoring donators at the

camp.
In other business, RHA representative Caleb Judy announced plans
to RHA for a project called The
Tunnel.
“The goal of The Tunnel,” Judy
said, “is to heighten the awareness
that there is a problem with hate on
this campus and to offer solutions.”
The Tunnel has three parts, Judy
said. The Erase Hate March will take
place on April 17, followed by The
Tunnel on April 17 and 18, he said.
The Tunnel will involve “Rooms of
hate,” that will depict all types of
hate.
“When people walk into these
rooms, I want them to be overwhelmed,” Judy said. The third part
will be a forum on April 19 to discuss the issues covered in The
Tunnel.
Judy was appealing to the members of RHA for their help and support, and was received with
applause.

By e-mail:
Editor in chief Amy Thon
althon@eiu.edu

Managing editor Kyle Bauer
kmbauer@eiu.edu

News editor Chris Sievers
cdsievers@eiu.edu

Associate news editor Michelle Jones

■ Tiffany M. Montley, 21, of the
700 block of Fifth Street, was cited
at 4:05 p.m. on March 5 for criminal
damage to property and battery on
the 2100 block of Madison Avenue.

Disorderly conduct
Michael E. Kibler, 18, of
Robinson, was cited at 6:12 a.m. on
March 3 for obstruction of justice
and disorderly conduct on the 600
block of 18th Street.

■

Amanda Douglass / Staff photographer

What’s on
tap?

jrmoore@eiu.edu

Photo editor Sara Figiel
sefigiel@eiu.edu

L. Adamec, 22, of the 200
block of Taylor Street, was cited at
1:18 a.m. on March 8 for criminal
trespassing to property and resisting
police on 1000 block of fourth
Street.

Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to specific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.

21-year-old Viennese pianist to perform Beethoven pieces tonight
By Melissa Nielsen
Staff writer

Gottlieb Wallisch, a Viennese
world-class pianist, will perform a
concert in the Dvorak Concert Hall
in the Fine Arts Building tonight at
7:30.
Wallisch’s performance, which is
expected to last a little over an hour,
will include two Beethoven pieces,
three Brahms works and a piece by
Scarlatti.
Dan Crews, promotion specialist
dean, encouraged students to attend,

saying it would be an interesting
opportunity for people to see the 21year-old piano prodigy play and that
the university “really feels very fortunate that he was able to play here.”
George Sanders, a professor in
the music department, also said the
concert would be an enjoyable experience for everyone. “There is an
excitement you get with a live performance that you can’t get from a
CD,” he said.
Wallisch, who performed at
Eastern four years ago, is making
the university a stop on his U.S. tour.

6:30 p.m., Local Red Cross Training, 108
North 15th Street, Mattoon, Ill.
■ 7:30 p.m., Viennese concert pianist Gottlieb
Wallisch, Dvorak Concert Hall, Doudna Fine
Arts Center.
■

Other stops include Washington,
D.C., the Virgin Islands and the
Crannert Performing Arts Center at
University of Illinois ChampaignUrbana.
Wallisch was the youngest winner to be named in the Queen
Elizabeth Piano Competition, and
was only 16 years old when he won
the Grand Prize in the Stavisnky
Awards Competition. He has also
played under world class conductors, including Yehudi Menuchin,
Giuseppe Sinopoli and Denis
Russell Davies. Since the age of 14,

Saturday

Today

mtneistein@eiu.edu

Verge editor Jamie Moore

Criminal trespassing
■ Amy

A member of the Jabali Afrika performs on the drums in the Grand Ballroom Thursday night in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

majones@eiu.edu

brruthhart@eiu.edu

42° Cloudy
33°

Criminal damage

Editorial page editor Matt Neistein
Sports editor Bill Ruthhart

Sunday

■ Terri L. Kelley, 19, of the 100
block of Division Street, was cited
at 9 p.m. on Feb. 26 for armed robbery at the 1300 block of E Street.
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The Daily Eastern News
Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

48° Mostly
cloudy
25°

Armed robbery
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cloudy
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police

Night staff

To reach us

today

■

Spring break

Wallisch has toured Europe, Asia,
the Middle East and the Americas
extensively.
Sanders said he realized that
most Eastern students will have
left campus for spring break on
Friday, but is confident the concert
will attract a diverse range of people.
He said Wallisch will only be in
central Illinois for a short time and
the university could not pass up the
chance to have him perform here.
Admission is free and open to the
public.

Sunday
■

Spring break
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Three senior seminars upped to 3 credit hours by CAA revision
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor

At the Council on Academic
Affairs meeting Thursday, three
senior seminar classes were revised
from two to three credit hours in
accordance with last year’s general
education requirement changes.
“Last year we went from two to
three credit hour senior seminars in
the general education program, so we
are still in the process of approving
the revised senior seminars,” said
CAA Chair Ron Wohlstein, sociology/anthropology professor.
Wohlstein said the change was
made to make them more substantive.

“The changes the seminars must
make would involve adding more
writing to the course as well as
assessment activity,” Wohlstein said.
Also, more time would be available to expand on the information
learned in the senior seminar,
Wohlstein said.
The three senior seminars passed
by CAA were Impact of
Communication Deficits, Nutritional
Dilemmas and Decisions and
Controversial Issues in Education.
Gail Richard, a communications
disorders professor who will be
teaching Impact of Communication
Deficits, said, “The class will help
students understand communication

deficits and how they affect people
and their jobs.”
The Nutritional Dilemmas and
Decisions seminar will examine the
relationship of food and nutrition
connected to multi-cultural practices,
according to the proposal.
The Controversial Issues in
Education seminar will deal specifically with current controversial
issues, according to the proposal.
CAA also will be sending a letter
to all departments concerning writing-intensive courses in relation to the
electronic writing portfolio, which
was initiated in the fall of 2000 for
freshman students.
The letter will encourage each

department to consider increasing the
number of writing-intensive courses
offered by the program and remind
the departments that if a course is currently listed as writing-intensive, it
must be so.
The electronic writing portfolio
requires that students submit one
paper for each year from a writingintensive course. Freshmen can submit a paper from English 1002 and
seniors can submit a paper from a
senior seminar class because both
classes are required to be taken and
are required to be writing-intensive.
However, students in their freshman and sophomore years must take
a writing-intensive course either

from the general education program
or from their major requirements.
The Council for Academic
Support and Achievement has been
compiling lists of writing-intensive
courses for reference to be sent to
student advisers and others involved.
In order for the list to be accurate,
courses that are listed as writingintensive must actually be writingintensive.
For a course to be considered
writing-intensive, at least 35 percent
of the final grade must be derived
from writing assignments, and at
least one assignment must be revised
after the instructor provides comments on the paper.

AB hears from final three boards on budgetary proposals for 2002
By Jeremy Pelzer

Student government editor
Apportionment Board members heard
budget presentations from three boards it
supports financially Thursday.
Representatives from the Student
Recreation Center, Student Senate, and
“Players” each detailed their group’s budget
proposal for FY2002.

Joseph Sain, the adviser to “Players,” an
organization that subsidizes and promotes
dramatic performances, asked AB members
for almost $9,800, mainly for payroll.
After Sain, Ken Baker, the director of the
Recreation Center, detailed a $222,000 budget for next year.
Baker said the money would be used to
purchase new equipment, pay student workers and other expenses.

The proposal for next year’s senate budget was presented by Speaker of the Senate
Adam Weyhaupt.
The Senate made a priority of asking for
$30,000, the same amount it received from
the AB last year, Weyhaupt said.
This year, the AB is charged with distributing $441,000 in student fees to the
University Board, the AB itself, and the
three boards that presented Thursday. The

APARTMENTS MUST GO!
Now Offering Lower Prices

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus

UB and AB both presented their proposals to
the AB last week.
The AB will now work with each board
to revise and trim the budget proposals. The
proposals are then submitted to the Student
Senate for approval.
Tommy Brewer, AB chair, said the
apportionment board will likely begin voting on whether to approve the proposals
March 22.

TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF WAITING

GLASSES IN AN HOUR
(...OR SO)

Featuring... Discounts for EIU Faculty and Students
¥ 20/20 Plan ¥
Just show EIU I.D. - Call for details

N OW O F F E R I N G S I G N I N G I N C E N T I V ES

DISCOUNTS, VCR’S, MICROWAVES, GRILLS, $ BACK
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* FULLY FURNISHED APT.
* CENTRAL AC
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* PARKING
* LAUNDRY
* FREE TRASH
Extended Hrs.
L EA VE A M E S S A GE
MWF 11-1, 2-4
T 2-3p R 2-4p
715 Grant #101

Questions cal l
Lindsey 348-1479

Notice To Our Ladies Who Buy Oral
Contraceptives
Through The EIU Pharmacy
Our Services Will Be Limited During Spring
Break And We Will Be Unable
To Fill Oral Contraceptive Prescriptions During
Spring Break!
Please Be Sure That You Have Enough Oral
Contraceptives To Last During Spring Break.
We Will Be Taking Orders For Summer Supplies
As Soon As
Spring Break Is Over

$10 off any eye exam or
complete contact package
High Quality, Best Value & Fastest Service.
Dr.
Steve
Lane,
O.D.

FREE
ADJUSTMENTS
No other
discounts
apply

PHONE 235-1100

CROSS

C O U N T Y M A L L • MATTOON, IL

We’ve Got People Talking. Our People.
This weekend

$1.00 Shot Specials

DJ Spider 9pm - Close
Come Join us during Spring Break

Our people are talking to their friends about working at Starved Rock
Lodge. Why? Because they know better than anyone else how fun, exciting, and
rewarding it can be to join our team. If you’re looking for a friendly place to
work this summer or after graduation with advancement opportunities, check out
the following! These full and part time positions are located at
Starved Rock Lodge in Utica, Illinois (North Central Illinois)
Now hiring for immediate summer openings! Apply by sending your resume to
Starved Rock Lodge or stop by the Lodge and see Tanya!

Internships in many departments including
•Sales & Marketing Management •Souviner Clerks
•Veranda Servers •Cooks •Dishwashers
•Gift Shop Clerks •Front Desk Clerks
•Cafe Clerks •Phone Operators •Bussers
•Bartenders •Banquet & Dining Room Servers

Here are just a few of the outstanding benefits
we offer:
*Competitive Salary
*Paid Training
*Discounts off food and novelties at Starved
Rock Lodge & Cattails Gift Shop
*Flexible Schedules
*Paid vacation after one year of service
*401 (k) after one year of service

Morals elude pharmaceutical giants
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Lighting
the way

t any time, day or night, students can be seen running
back and forth across Fourth Street, one of the busiest
streets on Eastern’s campus.
To help these students, the Student Senate and Charleston
City Council recently worked together to get a flashing yellow pedestrian light installed on the corner of Fourth Street
and Garfield Avenue near Coleman Hall.
The light is scheduled to be installed sometime during the
spring semester and Mayor Dan Cougill said he hopes the
light will encourage drivers to slow down or even stop for
students trying to cross the street. The light was installed to
provide a safer route for students crossing Fourth Street.
Fourth Street light
The idea to install a light
The signal to warn drivers of
was a good one. The stretch
heavy pedestrian traffic is good, between Roosevelt and Grant
but needs to be moved.
has no stop signs and drivers
have no reason to slow down
as they travel through this area. Hundreds of students dart
between cars every day as they cross Fourth Street eastbound
on their way to Coleman Hall, or westbound on their way to
Lantz Gym and Stevenson Hall.
The biggest problem with the light is its location. The
light will be located near Coleman Hall when the bulk of the
pedestrian traffic is one block north, between the
Lantz/Stevenson parking lot and the Gregg Triad.
Relatively few people cross at the painted crosswalk
where the light is scheduled to warn drivers. But students in
the residence halls in the Triad must all cross the street to get
to their cars, and much of the campus crosses Fourth Street at
the same place on their way to work out at the Student
Recreation Center.
In addition, the Booth construction has turned the oneway street in the Triad into a dead end, which means cars
now pull in and out of a sidestreet not accustomed to handling that sort of traffic. This presents another direction of
traffic flow in that same block-sized area.
Also, the signal is a blinking yellow light, which only
means caution to drivers. It does not necessitate that they
slow down, it simply warns them to look out for pedestrians.
Students have questioned how effective the light actually will
be.
If a driver does not slow down for the flashing light, there
is no repercussion. The light may give students a false sense
of security if they think all drivers will stop for the light and,
in reality, not all drivers will yield to the pedestrian traffic.
Although the idea to slow down traffic on Fourth Street is
a positive step, it remains to be seen how effective it will be
both in function and location.
The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

n

“

Today’s quote

You are permitted in times of great danger to
walk with the devil until have you crossed the
bridge.
Bulgarian proverb

”
The Daily
Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

ave you ever woken up
on a Sunday afternoon,
cringed at the first
glimpse of sunlight,
and made the vow? You curse Jim
Beam and Jack Daniels alike and
promise yourself you will have no
further discourse with either the
Miller or Busch families. Between
Friday and Sunday the contents of Patrick Guinane
Guest columnist
your wallet converted to the contents of your liver, and now you’re
paying the price.
Sometimes, like a U.S. submarine commander, we fail to
see things that are right in front of us. We embrace the “if it
ain’t broke” approach. We’re hardly ever pro-active, waiting
until we’re faced with the implications of our actions to try and
remedy the situation.
In the spirit of shortsightedness, we search for problemsolving solutions that are quick and easy. Bottled water is a
good example.
We, as human beings, created water pollution, and faced
with the threat of cancer, our thirst for bottled water gushed.
Thirty years ago the desert of Death Valley was about the
only place you could charge $1 for 20 ounces of water, which
may or may not be from a “municipal source.”
I’m considering bottling Charleston water during the fall
and early winter months when turnover in Lake Charleston, the
city’s water source, provides a distinctive taste and odor.
Perhaps I could market the product as “musk flavored.”
However, I decided to drop my bottling scheme when I discovered a more recent trend fluttering about – oxygen bars.
Unnecessary oxygen-dispensing is the newest, anti-pollution,
pro-wellness, “Hey, I’ve got nothing better to do with all my
money” trend.
Bottling water is one thing, but air? Isn’t this an extravagant
abuse of modern medicine?
According to outofthisworldradio.com, you can start an
oxygen bar franchise for about $4,000. However, you might
run into a problem in Charleston. I heard the city prefers to give
out Class E oxygen licenses rather than Class D permits, so you
might have to serve slices of pizza along with your oxygen.

Diversity courses don’t
help racial attitudes
This is in response to Yolanda
Williams’ letter. Congratulations, Ms.
Williams. You just proved that you
have never taken an argumentative
logic course here at Eastern and that
you do not know how to put together
an argument.
Instead of addressing even one of
the issues I set forth in my first letter,
you attacked me and my argument in
an attempt to discredit my argument.
My logic professor would have said
you committed a straw man fallacy
wherein you attack the person and the
argument in an attempt to make the
argument as easy to push over as a
straw man. Maybe I’m not the only one

EDITORIAL BOARD
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KYLE BAUER
CHRIS SIEVERS
MICHELLE JONES
MATT NEISTEIN
SHAUNA GUSTAFSON

Editor
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
Development director

The oxygen costs the providers
7 cents a minute, and they charge
$1 a minute, in the pharmaceutical
“Bottling water is
tradition of price-gouging.
one thing,but air?
Suddenly perspective sneaks in.
While we suck down oxygen
Isn’t this an
people in Africa are
extravagant abuse cocktails,
dying of a disease called “sleeping
of modern
sickness” that is almost as rampant as AIDS. The difference is,
medicine?”
sleeping sickness has a cure. The
problem is that drug companies
no longer produce the life-saving
drug because it’s not profitable. Unfortunately, the value of
human life doesn’t trump the almighty dollar.
Victims of the disease slowly waste away, gradually becoming zombies and falling into a perpetual sleep. The proliferation
of the disease isn’t man-made – it’s spread by a species of fly.
No fly swatter can solve this problem, but the drug companies
can, but apparently it’s not in the budget.
There is a whisker of hope in this story. According to “60
Minutes,” an interesting side effect to the cure for sleeping sickness is that it eliminates facial hair. Hopefully there are enough
women with mustaches in this country that the product will
take off, and maybe the pharmaceutical companies will make
enough profit to consider saving a few lives.
While I’ve never been a fan of hairy women, I’m appalled
that the drug may be available in a cream here in the U.S and
not in pill form in Africa, where it belongs. Consequently, I’ve
given up and decided to join the drug companies.
Here’s my proposal. Continuing the practice of abusing
modern medicine, I suggest making intravenous fluids available
as over-the-counter cues. Athletes are sometimes administered
IVs during games to battle cramps. Why not make them available for hangovers?
The next time you wake up writhing in alcohol-induced
agony, strap on an IV. Enjoy the fact that as long as you have
money in hand, the big drug companies will be there for you.
n Patrick Guinane is a junior journalism major and a guest
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
pjguinane@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
who needs a library card.
About the only solid information I
gleaned from your letter was that Miss
Black EIU doesn’t exclude other races.
How does it not exclude other races?
It would be nice if, instead of insulting me, you tried to educate me, what
with this being a university and you the
director of academic affairs for athletes.
You also wrote, “I laugh at the fact
that we are privileged to have Mr.
Abbott here on Eastern’s campus
because he is living proof we need to
strengthen and increase the number of
diversity courses we have in our curriculum.” How will this help the situa-

tion?
For starters, you have to enroll in a
diversity course to learn from it. The
people who don’t want to take these
classes can work around them in the
graduation schedule. For that matter,
they can fake their way through. I think
the kind of classes you want might
serve to underline differences between
races than draw them together.
Lastly, I would like to say that I’m
sorry if people were offended by what
I’ve written. What’s true isn’t always
popular, and what’s popular isn’t
always true. I wasn’t kidding when I
said I didn’t want to say this. It needs
to be said, though, and no one else
seems to be forthcoming.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to althon@eiu.edu

Dan Abbott

Junior computer management major

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
althon@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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It’s time for a break...

Spring Break
By Adriene Weller
and Leslie Williams
Staff writers

Imagine the warm sun beating down on your face, sand sliding between
your toes and a fruity, frozen margarita sitting beside you, while you lay on a
white sandy beach. This is Spring Break; no teachers, classes or homework
to worry about. You laugh to yourself, the only thing you need to worry
about is getting a sunburn.
Unfortunately, for most students this is not the case. Spring Break costs
money, something that is not abundant in the lives of some college students.
“I was supposed to go to Florida, but Eastern has taken all my money,”
said Angela Lea, a junior art major.
Dana Wolgamot, a junior family and consumer science major, is working
over the break at the Subway in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
to save money.
Wolgamot will work every day from 10 a.m. to close, she said.
Others students will work closer to home.
Christina Weiss, sophomore economics major, will go home to Bethalto
where she will work at Kerasotes movie theater in Roxana.
“I am poor and I need money,” Weiss said.
Others students, who are lucky enough to have the extra cash around, are
taking off to an exotic location for some rest and relaxation.
South Padre Island, Miami, Panama City, Cancun and the Bahamas are
just some of the destinations where students flock in large numbers to enjoy
the non-stop party atmosphere of Spring Break.
Jasmine Simington, senior family consumer science major, is flying south
to the Bahamas to enjoy four days in the sun.
“I am pumped because I have never been anywhere without my mom and
sister before. I am ready to go!” she said.
Some students will take Spring Break trips closer to home.
Sophomore business management major, Erica Chu, is traveling to
Michigan City, Ind. with Amanda Dore, senior marketing major, and Matt
Bos, a graduate student.
“Matt is going to carry our bags when we go shopping,” Chu said.
Students are not the only ones taking some time off.
John Kilgore, English professor and adviser, hopes there is snow so he
can go skiing in Payola Peaks, Ind.
Kilgore also said he would like to visit Patoka Lake to look at some house
boats.
Not every student is will be lying around in the sun over break.
Several students are spending their break helping others through
Alternative Spring Break, which is sponsored by the Newman Center.
Kate Burke, junior journalism major, who is participating in Alternative
Spring Break, is working eight days at a girls ranch in Springville, Ala.
“I figure it will be a good opportunity to meet some new people. I did it
last year as an opportunity to try something new, so (I) chose a different
place this year to do something new again,” Burke said. “Last year (I) realized what we take for granted.”
No matter where you go for spring break Lt. Rich Fisher, chief of detectives at the Charleston Police Department, said it is important to remember
these safety tips to ensure a fun and safe Spring Break:
n If you plan on drinking, designate a driver.
n Be cautious about carrying around a great deal of cash. Only carry what
you need.
n Write down your credit card numbers. Keep them separate from where you
keep your credit cards. Cancel them as soon as they are lost.
n Have emergency numbers listed in the case of an emergency.
n Use the buddy system whenever possible.
n Beware of using fake IDs. Fines for using fraudulent IDs can amount to
$1,000.
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Cultures come together for diverse forum
on International Women’s Day at Union
“
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By Alexandra Harold
Staff writer

Three women from very different backgrounds gathered Thursday to celebrate
International Women’s Day in an informal
discussion about women’s issues worldwide.
The forum, which was held in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union,
allowed students and teachers the opportunity to better understand the role of women
in other countries.
Christina Yousaf of Pakistan described
the two very different pictures of women in
her country.
The first picture, the one of a woman as
“the delegate human being,” is very good,
Yousaf said. Women are respected as the
center of the household and motherhood is
highly regarded.
They are well taken care of by their husbands and men in general, Yousaf said.
There is, however, another much darker
picture of women in Pakistan. “Islamic cul-

ture considers men and woman equal but in
reality, it is not so,” Yousaf said.
Domestic violence is a huge problem in
Pakistan and in domestic disputes, men are
given all the rights, Yousaf said. A man can
easily divorce a woman but it is very difficult for a wife to divorce her husband.
Privileges for women in Pakistan are
directly related to their backgrounds,
Yousaf said. Girls from well-off families
are better educated and treated much better.
Women in the poorer rural areas are
highly illiterate, she said.
The situation for women in India is
slightly better, said Jyoti Panjwani, but
despite an early feminist movement,
women are still largely controlled by a
patriarchy.
Feminism was started by men in an
attempt to rid India of colonization by the
British. The attempt to protect the women
resulted in them being oppressed, Panjwani
said.
Women have just started challenging
their role in the past few decades.

Poteete Property Rentals

Lease our Last Houses before
Spring Break!

We’ve got what you ar e L00king for
Great Locations!
4-7 Person Houses Available
Most houses have washers and dryers
24 hour maintenance
Recent Renovations
All different sizes and styles

“ Get your new home rented before
Spring Break where you can have fun,
fun, fun!”
Southern Hospitality
Close to Home

930 Lincoln Ave.

(217) 345-5088

Health Service
Spring Break Hours
OPEN
Monday, March 12-16
8:00 - 12:00 and 1:00 - 4:30
CLOSED
Saturday & Sunday, March 10 & 11
and
Saturday & Sunday, March 17 & 18

Regular hours will resume Monday, March 19th.
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The roles (of women in Thailand)
are traditional, yet women are very
active in all fields except for politics.

Duangrudi Suksang,
English professor

”

“The trends are now coming in, and it’s
changing drastically,” Panjwani said.
More and more women are choosing not
to marry and instead pursue their careers,
Panjwani said.
There is little pressure for women in
Thailand to marry, said Duangrudi
Suksang, who first came to America from
Thailand in 1969 as a foreign exchange student. Suksang, who is almost 50, has never
been married.
“The roles (of women in Thailand) are

traditional, yet women are very active in all
fields except for politics,” Suksang said.
Women, though still financially dependent on men for the most part, are given a
much more active role in managing the
household.
Baby girls are preferred over boys in
Thailand because they can be relied upon
to care for the parents, a trait, Suksang said,
that is a huge part of the Thai culture.
Though the conditions for women in all
three countries is very different from that of
women in the United States, each of the
women were optimistic about the progress
that their countries are making.
Pakistan has had two female prime ministers and in 1997, elected five women for
government positions, Yousaf said.
Women in India are now encouraged to
join the workforce to help support their
families, said Panjwani. Indian women are
also frequently allowed to come to the
United States to further their studies.
“It’s a slow process,” she said, “but it’s
still changing.”

Local & state
County Board searching for a better map
Friday, March 9, 2001
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By Amber Williams
City editor

A project to do computer-based
mapping of Coles County may begin
soon.
The Regional Planning and
Development committee will recommend to the County Board at its
March 13 meeting to adopt a plan of
taking aerial photographs of the
county and making computer-based

maps, said County Board Chairman
Robert Webb.
The computer-based maps are
known as geographic information
systems (GIS) and can help the
county assess property values and
assist other city and county departments, Webb said.
“We want to properly assess
properties so we do not have
inequities,” Webb said.
The geographic information sys-

tem would also help the highway
department locate roads and could
be used to find locations for both
water and sewer lines. Using GIS
would create better accuracy in
locating areas of interest in the county, Webb said.
The Regional Planning and
Development committee has chosen
Surdex Corp. of Chesterfield, Mo.,
and Sidwell Co. of St. Charles to do
the aerial photography and computer

mapping. The committee chose the
two companies out of eight applications because the two had the best
qualifications, Webb said.
The cost of the GIS will be
approximately $600,000. Part of the
money will come from state grants
and the rest will come from the
county’s budget.
The aerial photographs need to
be taken during March before leaves
start to appear on trees so that the

photographs will be as accurate as
possible, Webb said. If the proposal
does not pass at this County Board
meeting, the county will have to wait
another year on the project because
the aerial photographs cannot be
taken during the fall or winter.
Twenty-five percent of Illinois
counties already have GIS technology for outlining their layouts.
“This is just another step that we
need to take,” Webb said.

By Amber Williams

shift and there will not be any students around either, said Jeff
Nelson, manager of Top of the
Roc.
Friends and Stu’s will also be
closing until March 17 because
students will be away. The
Uptowner and Stix, however, have
decided to stay open even if the
crowds are small.
“We pretty much get whatever
students stay around and some
town people,” said Thad Harned,
manager at Stix.
Rita Fluckey, manager of the
Uptowner, said that the Square
watering hole will stay open its
usual hours and have the same
drink specials.
“We will just get the usual town
people,” Fluckey said.

Buildings may fall for landfill Bars close doors for break
By Amber Williams
City editor

Allied Waste Industries, Inc. is
applying to the Environmental
Protection Agency to tear down
buildings in its current landfill to
make more room before the landfill
runs out of space.
“Right now we are just about out
of air space,” said Larry Shilling,
district manager for Allied Waste.
Allied plans to file an application with the EPA on March 20,
which has up to a 180-day review
period. Shilling said his company
hopes to speed up the process
because the landfill may run out of
space as soon as early May,
depending on the trash volume.
If the current landfill does run

out of space before the EPA
approves the application, the landfill will have to close and the county will have to do direct hauling to
the next closest landfill, Shilling
said. Direct hauling is expensive
and would lead to a substantial
increase in collection rates.
To make more space in the landfill, Allied is proposing to tear down
the buildings at the landfill to make
more space for disposal. Moving
the buildings will allow enough
room for about three to six more
years of waste disposal, Shilling
said.
In the future, Allied plans to
have a transfer station for Coles
County where trash is stored in a
large building and shipped to another landfill within one day’s time, he

Chicago man acquitted of battery
against pair of police officers
CHICAGO (AP) — A 22-yearold man at the center of a police
brutality case that led to the firing
of two Chicago officers was
acquitted Thursday of battery
against two other officers in a separate confrontation.
Jeremiah Mearday was accused
of assaulting the officers outside
his home on March 19, 1998, one
week after the other two officers
were fired over his 1997 claim of
police brutality.
Defense attorneys said officers
had no reason to stop Mearday that
day and were retaliating for the firings. Mearday testified at the trial
that he feared for his life after the
previous confrontation with police,
when he suffered a broken jaw and
Going home on
Spring Break?
Check out our
Summer
Schedule!

Wabash Valley College
2200 College Drive
Mt. Carmel, IL 62863
618-262-8614

Friday

DOMESTIC BOTTLES $1.50
Saturday

DOS EQUIS AND CORONAS $2.25

two gashes on the top of his head.
Officers who testified during
the trial said they merely
approached Mearday to question
him about a police shooting, and
he began kicking and punching
them.
The Cook County jury found
Mearday innocent on two counts
of aggravated battery.
Mearday has had other run-ins
with police, prior to and since the
1998 confrontation.
He pleaded guilty to drug possession in 1996 and was arrested in
1998 for being a passenger in a
stolen car in which police said they
found a small amount of marijuana. Charges in that case were later
dropped.

“

Right now we are just about
out of air space.
Larry Shilling,
district manager for Allied Waste

”

said.
The County Board approved a
host agreement with Allied last
month so that Allied can begin finding a local hauling company to sign
on for the transfer station. Allied
will likely sign a hauling company
by June, Shilling said.
The transfer station might slightly raise collection rates, Shilling
said, but not nearly as much as if
the county had to do direct hauling.

City editor

For students who have decided
to stay in Charleston over Spring
Break, some of their night life
options will be limited.
Many of the local bars will be
closed during Spring Break
because of the lack of students,
their primary customers.
Marty’s will be closed until
March 19 when students get back
from break because of the small
crowds of people who will be left,
said Andy Wright, employee at
Marty’s.
Top of the Roc will be open this
weekend and next, but will be
closed on Wednesday night. There
will not be enough staff to fill the
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Help wanted

For sale

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

The Recreation Department is
IMMEDIATELY seeking applications for a Day Camp Director for
this summer. We are looking for a
responsible, enthusiastic individual with a four-year degree or pursuing a degree in education or
related field, experience working
with a children, lots of energy, and
doesn’t mind working outdoors all
summer long. Day Camp will
begin June 4th and ends August
10th. All applicants must apply at
the Charleston Parks and
Recreation Department, 520
Jackson Ave. Charleston, IL
61920. If any questions you may
call 345-6897.
________________________3/8
BEGIN WORK WITH ABOVE
AVERAGE WAGES!! JANITORIAL SERVICE TEAM SEEKS
ABOVE AVERAGE PERSONS.
ONLY MATURE, RESPONSIBLE,
GROWTH ORIENTED INDIVIDUALS NEED APPLY. BENEFITS
AVAILABLE. WE ARE EXPANDING...THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY! CALL PEGGY AT 345-6757.
________________________3/8
Summer Camp for Girls near
Terre Haute hiring counselors, lifeguards, cook, and waterfront
director for summer. Competitive
salaries, beautiful setting, rewarding experience with children. Call
Camp Manager at 800-232-0104.
_______________________3/19
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS.
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
_______________________3/19
Wanted part time telemarketing
approximately 20hrs/week. Work
from home. Please apply in person at Gandolfi Chiropractic 2115
18th St.
_______________________3/23
Nanny Opportunities!
Earn
money while experiencing another
area of the country. Immediate
placement opportunities available
with competitive salaries for one
year commitment.
Childcare
experience and enthusiasm a
must. Earn $250-500 per week,
plus room, board, and airfare.
Call goNANI at 1-800-937-NANI,
for additional information.
_______________________3/30
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
_______________________5/01

‘96 Cougar XR7 60,000 miles,
take over payments with approved
credit . Day 345-5835. Evening
345-5878-Debi.
________________________3/9
MTN Bike, Cannondale CAD3
w/headshock, XTR, Race Face.
Bike alone, $1500. Bike plus all
gear, extra parts, tools, $2000.
345-0323.
_______________________3/12

912 Division, nice 3 Bedroom
house, $300/month and $100
deposit, trash included, for June
and July only. (217) 932 - 2910
________________________3/9
Well furnished 5 bedroom house 4
rent; summer and 2001-2002
school year; 10 month lease 3486782.
________________________3/9
3 bedroom duplex, W/D, DW.
Available June 1st. 3 people.
$250/person. Not close to campus. 232-0656.
_______________________3/19
Live well off-campus cheaper than
the
dorms.
1-5
persons.
C21Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489
_______________________3/20
House for rent. Close to campus.
Central air with heat pump.
Washer/Dryer. Trash paid. Call
348-0614
_______________________3/15
1 BR efficiency close to campus.
Air conditioned, non-smoking,
year lease. $350/month. All utilities included. Phone 345-3232
days.
_______________________3/21
2 BR house, close to campus.
Non-smokingm, no pets, air conditioned, year lease. $620/month.
Phone 345-3232 days.
_______________________3/21
Apt. 1 BDRM 3 BDRM on campus
by EIU police. 12 month lease
Starting Aug. Please phone for
info. or appts. Leave Message
348-0673
_______________________3/23
Well kept 2 BDRM unit excellent
location $235/person Call 3450652 NO PETS!
_______________________3/23
House for 5 females. 1530 2nd
St. $235/$245. 345-2265
_______________________3/23
House for 3 females. $245 each.
345-2564
_______________________3/23
Two EIU juniors need two more
students to share very nice house
2 blocks from campus. 9 month
lease $255/month. 3 month summer lease available also.
________________________4/2
LARGE HOUSE WITH BASEMENT, CLOSE TO CAMPUS. (4
OR MORE PEOPLE) CALL 34988244 LEAVE MESSAGE. AVAILABLE AUGUST 1.
________________________4/7
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT (FOR 3 OR MORE) FURNISHED, LAUNDRY ROOM, OFF
STREET PARKING, CENTRAL
AIR. CALL 349-88824 LEAVE
MESSAGE AVAILABLE AUGUST
1
________________________4/7
Affordable apts $300-$350 utilities
included.
Charleston square.

Please call Dave 345-2171 9am11am.
________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 34881479
________________________01
4 girls for student house one half
block from Old Main on 7th St.
348-8406
________________________01
Single Apts. $300 - $350. Lease
August ‘01 to May ‘02. Utilities
included. Charleston Square.
Dave 345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
________________________01
SUMMER ONLY! 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT $175 PER PERSON, 415 HARRISON 348-5032
________________________01
2 BR furn. units avail. 8/1 Stove,
refrig., DW, micro., on-site laundry
room, cent. AC, ONLY 3 LEFT.
1017 Woodlawn, Ph. 348-7746
________________________01
Duplex available NOW, 2 bedroom., 2 bath, 1000 sq. ft., garage
w/opener, all appliances, patio.
Faculty or female upperclassmen
preferred. Phone: 348-7746
________________________01
Summer and fall. 2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished apartments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
________________________01
2 BR. unf. apt. avail. NOW. Stove,
refrig., DW, W&D hookups, cent.
heat & AC, 605 W. Grant. PH.
348—7746.
________________________01
Summer mini storage units. 4x12
to 10x30. Reserve units now. PH.
348-7746.
________________________01
BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETED JUNE 1 AND AUGUST
1. CALL 348-7746
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 2 bdrm apts & house
Furn & unfurn, excellent condition, several locations No pets
345-7286
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 3 bdrm apts & house,
Laundry, excellent condition,
excellent location, AC No Pets
345-7286
________________________01
Fall 2001 - 4 bdrm house for girls
excellent condition, AC, dishwasher, laundry, No pets 345-7286
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 5 bdrm house for
girls Excellent location, Laundry,
AC No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
Well maintained 4 Bedroom unfurnished houses for 2001 - 2002
school year $275 per person per
month washer/dryer hook up. No

pets. 12 month lease. 345-3148
________________________01
Nice close to campus unfurnished
one bedroom unit 2001 -2002
school year $350 for one person
$500 for two. No pets. 12 month
lease. 345-3148
________________________01
FALL 2001 - EFF. & 1 BDRM apts
Excellent location, some with
laundry No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
Summer and Next School Year
Spacious Furnished apartments
from $325-360 (1 BR) $4220 (2
BR) Ideal for couple. 745 6th
Street. Call 581-7729 or 3456127 or cscjb@eiu.edu.
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).
________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety
to choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency, 2 bedroom apartments, or
3 bedroom houses. Call 3455088. Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FURNISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY! NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
CAMPBELL
APARTMENTS.
STUDIO 1,2,3 BEDROOM, HEAT,
WATER, TRASH, ELECTRIC. 416
6TH ST. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001
and FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street.
Call 345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________01
SELECT YOUR APT NOW!
LEASING STUDIO APTS WITH 1,
2, 3 BEDROOMS FOR FALL.
GREAT PRICES.
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 345-6000
________________________01
For Rent Fall 2001. One Bedroom
Apartments and 2 Bedroom
Houses.
Phone 348-0006.
________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 3463161.
________________________01
CLOSE TO BUZZARD. A FEW
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 345-6000.
________________________01
ENJOY THE POOL IN SUMMER.
STAY WARM IN WINTER. LARGE
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS BY

THE POOL. WE PAY HEAT! LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 3456000
________________________01
QUIET
NEIGHBORHOOD
CLOSE TO CAMPUS UPPERCLASSMEN AND GRADUATE
STUDENTS.
LARGE FURNISHED APT. FOR 2, ALSO SINGLE EFFICIENCY APT. 10 OR 12
MONTH
BEGINNING
FALL
TERM.
SOME UTILITIES
INCLUDED. $248-$320. 3457678.
________________________01
2
Bedroom
Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from
Campus. Call 348-0350.
________________________01
LOOK 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS! Large one BR Apartment,
quiet, low utilities. 345-2265
________________________01
Clean, 4 bedroom, 2 bath house
close to campus 1210 Division$250 each month. Bonus if you
sign by 1st of April- 235-0939.
________________________01
__________________________
4 women, $250/month, 4 bedroom

For rent
Three bedroom house and apts.very nice, close to campus. 1528
3rd, 1705 11th. 235-0405.
________________________3/9
PRE-SPRING BREAK RENT
SPECIAL 2001, JUNE AND JULY
2002 RENT FREE OR $200.00
CASH BACK AT AUG. MOVE-IN.
SPECIAL ENDS 3-9-01. UNIQUE
HOMES 345-5022.
________________________3/9
Female tenants wanted for huge 2
bdrm apts. A/C, off street parking,
sundeck, completely furnished,
trash and water included. Call
348-0819 Leave Message
________________________3/9
3 or 4 people needed to lease at
Brittany Ridge this Fall. Close to
campus, W/D, central heat and air.
First/last/deposit/lease.
Trash
paid. Available August 15. No
pets. 345-8458.
________________________3/9
For Rent- Fall 2001. 5-6 Bedroom
House, 961 and 714 4th street.
Call 348-1232 or 345-7993.
________________________3/9
Clean, all girls 2 bedroom furnished apartment, w/central air.
Laundry, trash, and water inc.
$260 ea. Northeast of Morton
Park. Lease available in June or
Aug. Call 235-3373 or evenings
348-5427.
________________________3/9
LARGE 3 BR APARTMENTS
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING,
FULLY FURNISHED. FURNISHINGS 3 YRS OLD OR LESS,
EXTREMELY NICE.
3BR
DUPLEX NEXT TO LANCE
FULLY FURNISHED.
W/D
INCLUDED. RETILED/RECARPETED 8 MONTHS
AGO.
LARGE
FENCED-IN
BACK
YARD. CALL 348-0157 FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
________________________3/9
2BR APTS. FULLY FURNISHED
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECARPETED/RETILED
8
MONTHS AGO. ONLY 3 UNITS
LEFT. A GREAT MID-CAMPUS
LOCATION. CALL 348-0157 FOR
MORE INFORMATION AND
APPOINTMENT.
________________________3/9
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each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

ACROSS

1 Escaped punishment
7 Like some stairs
15 Highest point
16 Piecemeal?
17 Put away
18 Faces facts
19 Digestion aid
20 Needing to cut
down
22 Roman-fleuve
23 Well-intentioned
grp.?
24 Spanish Main
cargo
25 Place to play
cards
26 Clean out, in a
way
27 Where to spend
a balboa

31 Burned up the
road
32 Slight on the
stump, say
34 Like some bets
36 Vacationer’s
hiree, perhaps
38 “Author! Author!”
autobiographer
41 Choker
45 Nephew of Abel
46 Shades
48 Afflicted
49 Liberal leader?
50 A, in Aquila
51 Math figure
52 Cutting
54 Angiogram
image
57 Monkey
58 Guar gum, e.g.
60 Looks

ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
G
A
S
B
A
G
S

W
E
N
T
A
P
E

O
P
T
I
M
U
M

T
O
O
L
A
T
E

O F F
G E E
R E D
E
O B
O R O
P A N
A R
E
C A T S
O D E H O U
N O S
S P
E O
A R T
A O
D D I T I V
A I R E D U
Y E E X A M

C
A
G
E
A
V
I
S
O

A
L
E
S

M
E
T
E
O
U
R T
E
P
S

R P E T E
A C A R T
T S R E A
E
S A G
D E
A
T O R
N M O N E
T E R
N O O S
K S
I L
N A
L O
A
A P E
V I S A G
E T H N I
S A Y S N

D
E
L
A
N
E
Y

62 Ready to board
the Ark
63 Word with food
or group
64 License bureau
procedures
65 Refuses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
21
24

E
L
G 28
R 29
E
30
C
O
31

DOWN
Big talkers
Perfect
Not in time
Tyrant
Membership
requirement,
often
It has a creased
crown
Exercise wheel
locale
Some are pale
Give a 5, e.g.
Some clones
They may be
ringing
Trample
Stand for trinkets
“N.Y.P.D. Blue”
actress
Crams
Sofia’s portrayer
in “The Color
Purple”
Dispatch boat
Admeasure
Symbol of
industry
Ring rampager

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

15

16

17

18
20

19
23

24

26

27

32

39

Announcements
break! Love, Your Sigma Man.
__________________________3/9
ASA AIRBAND AND TUGS ~ Keep
up the good work! You’re doing great.
Love, Your ASA Sisters.
__________________________3/9
Beth, Kristin, and Kim of Tri Sigma,
you girls are GREAT Greek Week
chairs! Keep up the good work!
Love, Your Sigma Sisters
________________________3/9

8

9

10

21

11

28

29

30

13

14

43

44

31
35

37

40

41
46

42

47

48

50

49
53

58

12

22

34

45

52

spacious house on 4th and Polk. Call
348-7887.
__________________________3/9
Sublessor needed for Summer ‘01.
Own room in Brittany Ridge
Townhouse $200/month. Call Chad
348-0461
__________________________3/9
Female sublessor needed 2 bedrm.
Fall ‘01 through Spring ‘02 PETS
ALLOWED Call Karee 345-4230.
__________________________3/9
Wanted: Housemates for 4 bedroom
house. Two blocks from Union. Call
Corinne @ 581-2603.
_________________________3/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR JUNE,
JULY $ AUGUST. RIGHT NEXT TO
CAMPUS & BARS. $290 A MONTH.
CALL 276-5200
_________________________3/26
Sigmas - Have a safe and fun spring

25

33
36

38

Sublessors

54
59

55

51

56

57
60

62

63

64

65

61

Puzzle by Joe DiPietro

33 They’re part of a
good deal
35 Group of
whizzes
37 Set-___
38 Flipped
39 Centrum competitor
40 All-out
42 Car reservoirs
43 Alabama slammer ingredient
44 Spanish
Mannerist

47 Jacks
53 It may be worn
after traveling
54 It opened in
1871
55 One in the sac
56 Gym set

57 Like some fireplaces
59 Cowboy’s
moniker
61 “Give ___ whirl”
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Counseling Center presentation
offers dating advice to students
By Meg McNichols
Staff writer

Relationships can drive a person absolutely crazy.
Some are downright miserable.
On the other hand there are some
that appear so great, like that couple that must hold hands throughout campus. What 50-minute class
would be bearable without the
goodbye kiss?
Whether the couple is inseparable or unbearable, all have their
good points and bad. Dr. Karola
Alford, of Eastern’s Counseling
Center, was on hand in the
Charleston / Mattoon Room
Thursday night to offer some
advice.
To the students in attendance,
Alford’s advice was brief and to
the point. She explained some of
the cultural differences between
men and women and how these
factors can greatly increase miscommunication between partners.
For the relationship-challenged,
Alford mentioned some warning
signs to look for.
“First off, remember, people, a

fixer-upper is not exactly screaming true love – if they don’t want to
change they won’t,” Alford said.
For example, family background,
social experiences and where a
person is from may explain why
this person does not or will not
treat you the way you would
expect, she said.
“In some ways, we’re all victims of socialization,” Alford said.
“Boys are taught to be rough and
girls are taught to nurture.”
For the women, Alford said that
girls are raised to hint or propose
an idea rather than come out and
say what it is they want, as men
usually do. If you are a woman
who finds herself being used as a
doormat rather than a friend, speak
up, Alford advised. Tell a man
what you want – he may respect
you more for that rather than making him guess after what you want.
Alford advised that men exhibit a little more empathy. Hard as it
is, men are encouraged to put
themselves in the other person’s
shoes.
Alford explained that children
at the age of 10 exhibit the most

nation

self-esteem. With the onset of
high school and adolescence, most
teens tend to blend in or stick out.
When college comes around relationships become more important,
not only romantically but with
friends as well.
She said while some students
tend to find a healthy relationship,
others find themselves in relationships that are emotionally or physically devastating. Alford provided
a list of things to avoid in a potential romantic partner.
This person should bring order
not chaos to your life, should not
be overly dependent, should not
issue threats, should not blame
behavior on drug or alcohol abuse
and, of course, no one should have
to endure physical abuse, she said.
Alford said that most of her
appointments are people involved
in romantic relationships. If you
are a student in need of someone to
talk to or would like to refer someone, all students are welcome.
“If you know someone who
exhibits some of these characteristics encourage them to come in,”
said Alford.

Clinton speaks to Atlantic City hotel crowd
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) — Former President
Clinton said Thursday he was not worried about
recovering from criticisms of his last acts in office.
“I don’t have anything to recover from. The truth
will come out,” he told reporters as he left a gathering of hotel owners.
Clinton won a standing ovation for his speech to
the group and said he was confident of his public
support. “Ask them, here they are,” he said, gesturing
to the audience. “They always get it right, if they
have enough time. It’ll be fine.”
Criticized for his last-minute pardons of fugitive
financier Marc Rich and others and for taking gifts

from the White House, Clinton has seen his approval
ratings drop in the weeks since he left office.
In the 35-minute speech to the group, for which he
was paid about $100,000, Clinton talked about earthquake relief for India and America’s place in the
“new global economy.” He spent about 20 minutes
chatting with some of the 2,700 people in the audience.
“I thought he was very presidential up there,” said
Fred Schwartz, president of the group, the Asian
American Hotel Owners Association.
Reporters were not allowed to attend, but stood
outside the hall with ears pressed to the closed doors.

inbrief
Bush celebrates
cuts’ House victory
FARGO, N.D. (AP) —
Embraced by thousands waving
the Stars and Stripes, President
Bush reveled Thursday in his
first big legislative victory and
asked Americans to propel his
House-passed tax cuts through
the Senate.
“I feel good,” Bush said as he
stepped from Air Force One
minutes after the 230-198 vote
back in Washington that sent his
income-tax rate cuts to the
Senate.
The president grinned broadly, playfully hoisted a small
American flag himself, and took
several minutes to soak up the
adulation of a North Dakota
crowd before speaking.
“I wasn’t sure how many
folks were going to show up to
hear a budget speech,” Bush said
finally.

Quiet crewman
may get blame
PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii
(AP) — Lawyers for submarine
officers under investigation for
the sinking of a Japanese fishing boat sought to shift the
blame Thursday to a crewman
who failed to report that the
ship was nearby.
As testimony at a rare Navy
court of inquiry entered its
fourth day, criticism mounted of
a fire control technician. The
crewman neglected to tell officers another boat was in close

range of the USS Greeneville
minutes before the submarine
surfaced and smashed through
the Ehime Maru, killing nine
people.
Friday marks one month
since the accident. The court
will help determine the fate of
Cmdr. Scott Waddle; Lt. j.g.
Michael Coen, the officer of the
deck; and Lt. Cmdr. Gerald
Pfeifer, the second in command.
They could face no disciplinary
action or anything from a reprimand to court-martial and
imprisonment.

Shooter’s friends
won’t be back in
school
SANTEE, Calif. (AP) —
Four students who didn’t report a
fellow classmate’s threats to
shoot up a high school will be
barred from campus the rest of
the school year for their own
safety, officials said Thursday.
“This is not a punitive action,”
said Granger Ward, superintendent of Grossmont Union High
School District. “There have
been comments made that raised
my level of concern ... about their
safety. My job is to be concerned
about all the students’ safety.”
Ward said the district in suburban San Diego County was
helping find alternative schools
for the four students.
Police also are investigating
whether others may have heard
15-year-old Charles Andrew
“Andy” Williams describe his
plans before he allegedly opened
fire at Santana High School,
killing two and wounding 13.
Four students remained hospitalized.
About 80 percent of the
school’s 1,900 students returned
to normal class schedules.
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Personals
Good Luck Panthers, in the NCAA
tournament! Love, the ladies of
ESA
________________________3/9
The women of Delta Zeta would
like to thank all the fraternities that
participated in Delta Zeta’s Dream
Man contest. We had a great
week!
________________________3/9
The women of Delta Zeta congratulates the Delta Chi’s on receiving
1st overall during Delta Zeta’s
Dream Man contest. We love our
new Dream Man!
________________________3/9
A big thank you goes out to Heidi
Oettel and Annie Monninger of
Delta Zeta for organizing a wonderful Dream Man contest.
________________________3/9
The women of Delta Zeta would
like to wish all Eastern students a
safe and fun Spring Break!
________________________3/9
The ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau
would like to wish everyone a safe
and happy Spring Break.
________________________3/9

Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of
University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should be
directed to the originator.

STEPHENSON-COLE
SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are now being accepted for the Walter and Lola
Stephenson-Cole Scholarship. This

scholarship is available to any student who graduated form Marshall
High School. The recipient should
show promise of academic achievement and must be able to demonstrate financial need. Applications
may be picked up at Brainard house,
1548 4th Street, or by calling 5813313. Deadline fro completed application forms is April 17th, 2001. Cris
Ealy-Shcolarship Coordinator.
—Cris Ealy, Scholarship Coordinator
EDGAR COUNTY LORD
SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are now being accepted for the Edgar County Lord
Scholarship.. This scholarship is
available to any student who graduated from one of the high schools in
Edgar County (Paris, Kansas, Shiloh,
Chrisman ). The applicant must be in
good academic standing and must
be able to demonstrate financial
need. Applications may be picked up
at Brainard House, 1548 4th Street
or by calling 581-3313. Deadline for
completed application forms is April
17th, 2001. Cris Ealy Scholarship
Coordinator.
—Cris Ealy, Scholarship Coordinator
COMPUTING/NETWORK
INTERRUPTIONS
From March 10 to March 15, numerous campus buildings will be without
power. As a consequence, some
services may be limited. On March
10th, the following computing and
network facilities will not be available:
the entire campus network; all dial-in
connections; all EIU web sites; all
EIU e-mail systems for faculty, staff,
and students; EIU’s mainframe computer for academic and administrative use; all internet access via any
campus networking facilities; the residence hall cable TV system; and
Student Service Building and Gregg
Triad student computer labs.

DOONESBURY

GARY TRUDEAU

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!
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Baseball team heads to Alabama-Birmingham
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer

Eastern will look to improve on its 1-5 record
this weekend when they travel to the University
of Alabama at Birmingham this weekend.
The Panthers, who defeated South Alabama
last weekend, will have to battle a UAB pitching
staff that has put together some pretty impressive
numbers thus far.
They have five pitchers that are under 4.00 in
the ERA department and three of those pitchers
are under 2.00. Teams are hitting just .214
against the Blazers and have only allowed three
home runs in 12 games this season.
One of the Blazers’ studs on the hill this year
has been Ross Dobbins. Dobbins, a senior, is 30 on the year with a 1.59 ERA, while opponents

Prophecy
from Page 12
“He wrestled for one year with Rex,”
McCausland said. “He qualified in the
junior college national tournament,
and that’s when we started to work
with him.
“I knew that he would be an impact
person. ”
Despite moving close to home
again, Taylor still had to adapt to new
surroundings and prepare for new competition.
“Competition is a little tougher
here,” Taylor said. “I wanted to come
here because it’s the best.
“We compete against the best,” he
said. “The NCAA is the top of the line.”
McCausland was impressed with
the talent that Taylor possessed and
knew that he would be a nice addition
to an already impressive team.
“He made an impact right away,”

are hitting just .172 against him.
“I looked at their stats and their pitching stats
are unbelievable,” Eastern head coach Jim
Schmitz said. “Especially when you look at their
strikeout to walk ratio, which is very good.”
While the UAB pitching has been hot, they
will be facing an Eastern team that is due to
break out of a slump.
Although the Panther bats have been cool so
far this season, the Eastern skipper doesn’t see
that as a trend for the season.
“We haven’t been able to get outside as
much, and that excuse can only be used for so
long,” Schmitz said.
“But we have gotten outside two days this
week, and we added the extra game to get our
guys some much needed outside work at the
plate.”

McCausland said. “He has tremendous work ethics, it’s uncanny.
“He just doesn’t stop,” he said.
“Basically, he is definitely a leader by
example.”
What makes Taylor so hard to
defeat on the mat is an unusual
wrestling style.
“He’s an unusual wrestler in terms
of technique,” McCausland said.
“That puts his opponents off guard.
“He can do things that some guys
can’t even think about doing,” he said.
“And he has tremendous strength,
which is also hard to defend.”
At Eastern, Taylor made the roster
along with seven other seniors and finished third in the region last year with
an overall record of 19-11.
Even after not being eligible to
wrestle until second semester this season, Taylor continued to improve and
his consistent streak of success continued throughout the 2001 season.
Taylor remained on top of things
throughout the entire season and pre-

Not only will the Panthers get extra work outside, but they will also get a chance to improve
on what the Schmitz sees as their one big problem on offense, and that is consistency.
“If you look at the 23 innings we played last
weekend, we only scored in four of those
innings,” Schmitz said.
“We have put a big emphasis on doing the little things and not getting into two-strike counts.”
The UAB hitters have been the silent partner
for the Blazers this season.
Although they are only hitting .271 as a
team, they are getting the runs across the plate.
With Mark Garner hitting .395 with one
home run and 11 RBIs, and Chris George hitting
.277 with one home run and 12 RBIs, UAB can
run up the score in a hurry.
“Our pitchers have to come out and get the

vailed to advance to Nationals after
placing second at the national qualifier
of the NCAA West Region last weekend.
It was there in Laramie, Wyo. that
Taylor finished 3-1 to become the only
Panther from this year’s squad to
advance to the national tournament.
McCausland said it was Taylor’s
heart and desire that has brought him
success throughout his career, especially this season.
“He has made his own way,”
McCausland said. “He has come a
long way to start as late as he did and
to have success like he has. He never
quits regardless of the situation.
“In the qualifier he was down 9-0
going into the third period,”
McCausland said. “He took his opponent down eight times to win. That
shows desire, heart and intestinal fortitude.
“That was digging down and taking a gut check. It was desire.”
For Taylor, this is his chance to

job done this weekend,” Schmitz said. “We have
to throw strikes and then make the plays in the
field.”
Schmitz has had some problems with his
pitching staff so far this year as they have an
Ohio Valley Conference high 9.21 ERA as a
team.
But there have been bright spots on the pitching staff, including junior Scott Metz, who has
the only Panther win on the year.
“Scotty has done a great job so far,” Schmitz
said.
“He has done a good job of getting his
change-up over so they can’t sit on his fastball.”
After taking on the Blazers, the Panthers will
spend Tuesday and Wednesday playing
Memphis, and will go on to Murray State to start
conference play next weekend.

prove himself to the wrestling world
and to make everything he has been
through up to this point more than
worth it.
“I have beaten ranked guys,” Taylor
said. “It made me mad that they didn’t
rank me (this season).
“I want the respect of the wrestling
society, and show them that it’s not a
fluke that I beat them,” he said. “I want
it so that they won’t look past me when
they are looking at Eastern’s lineup.”
Last season Taylor missed going to
the national tournament by just one
match, and that has made the task
ahead of him that much more desirerable, and he intends to take advantage of this opportunity.
“After not making it last year, I
realize how much more I wanted to
qualify for nationals,” Taylor said. “It
means a lot more this year than it
would have last year.
“When you have something and
then have it taken away, you want it
that much more,” he said.

For wrestlers everywhere, the ultimate goal is to become an AllAmerican by placing in the top eight in
a weight class, and now Taylor looks
to obtain his goal at the NCAA
Championships in Iowa City, Iowa,
March 15-17.
“It’s exciting to go,” Taylor said.
“It’s up to me to step up and to be AllAmerican. That’s the goal. I’m taking
this opportunity as serious as the next,”
he said. “Anything can happen in
wrestling. I want to be able to say that
I am an All-American.”
McCausland is very confident that
Taylor will be able to make his mark
nationally if he stays focused and does
what he does best.
“He is definitely the guy to look
to,” McCausland said. “He is a guy
who has the heart not to quit.
“He does stuff that even I don’t
understand as a coach,” he said. “And
if he stays on his feet, I don’t think
anyone in the country can stay with
him.”
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Go ahead and super size that value meal, you deserve it

S

hortly after the Panthers disposed of
Austin Peay and captured the school’s
first Ohio Valley Conference crown in
Nashville, a reporter from USA Today
was talking with Dave Kidwell, Eastern’s
assistant athletic director and sports information and marketing.
The reporter asked Kidwell if the team was
ready to head to the airport and catch a flight
home. Kidwell’s reply was, “Actually we are
going to get on that bus and go over to that
Burger King in that truck stop.”
It is not quite the celebration party you
would expect from a team that just found out
it was heading to the NCAA tournament for
the first time in nine years, and only the second time in school history.
Do these guys know how to party or what?
For most schools, it is a given their team
will be amongst the field of 64 teams. And
lately, for schools like North Carolina and
Duke, it is almost a given their teams will still
be playing as the field is narrowed down to
four.
And chances are good that Eastern could
wind up playing a team like North Carolina or
Kentucky. Rumors about where the Panthers
will be playing their first round game have
them anywhere from a No. 13 seed to a No. 15
seed.

Frigid
from Page 12
The first game of the day brought out
both teams’ top pitchers in Eastern sophomore Kristen Becker and Illinois freshman Kathryn Nevard. While Becker
allowed four hits and three runs in six and
2/3 innings, Nevard allowed three hits and
one run in seven innings.
“Becker pitched a great game,” Searle
said.
Holding the Illini through five innings,
Becker maintained consistency on the
mound while Eastern’s offense stepped in
with Nevard on the mound to put the first
run of the game on the board in the bottom

No. 15 seed
The Power Alley
or No. 13 seed,
it really doesn’t
matter.
The
Panthers went
in as a No. 15
seed in 1992
and
were
promptly ousted by Indiana
10 minutes into Kyle Bauer
Staff editor
the game.
S e e d i n g e-mail: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
doesn’t really
matter. It is just exciting to see teams like
Eastern get the opportunity to make the
national scene.
Winthrop has probably the best story of
any other team in the tourney. The team from
the school with an enrollment of only about
6,000 qualified for the the tournament for the
third consecutive year.
After losing a key player to an injury early
on in the season, Winthrop pulled off some
comeback wins to complete its journey.
It’s the stories like these that come out of
places like Winthrop and Eastern that make
the tournament worth watching in the first few
rounds. Don’t get me wrong, the teams playing in the tournament are playing some of the

of the fifth. A double by sophomore center fielder Jenny Herber earned an her an
RBI as junior leftfielder Amy Barr crossed
the plate to score Eastern’s only run of the
day.
“Nevard has had a great start for the
University of Illinois,” Searle said. “(Their
pitchers’) credentials speak for themselves.”
Barr’s run was the last Nevard allowed
in the game. The Illini stepped up in the
top of the sixth inning to put two runs on
the board and broke into the seventh
inning with a third run.
Freshman pitcher Trish Sanders
stepped up to the plate with two outs in the
seventh inning and a groundout by shortstop Kari Hagerty ended the Illini’s performance. Eastern was unable to produce

best basketball you will ever see.
But every once in a while, you just like to
see the little guy win. It was thrilling watching
Bryce Drew hit big shot after big shot a few
years ago to put Valparaiso in the Sweet 16.
And who could forget Jim Valvano’s mad
dash up and down the court after his North
Carolina State team, which was the epitome of
a Cinderella story, won the tournament on a
last-second shot.
Those are the teams that are fun to watch.
My only regret is that Spring Break is coming
at the absolutely worst time. This campus is
going to miss out on the best parts of playing
in the NCAA Tournament.
The campus will be nearly deserted while
everything that makes the start of the tournament great is going on.
When the Panthers gather around the bigscreen TV in the Student Recreation Center
Sunday to watch the selection show, nobody
will be left on campus to share the news.
When the tournament brackets are printed
Monday morning, nobody will be around to
start up pools and see how many brave souls
actually put it in writing that they think
Eastern will win a game or two.
And when game time rolls around on
Thursday or Friday, nobody will be around to
ditch classes to watch the game and then head

in the bottom of the seventh inning as the
Illini defense quickly ended the game
with with three at-bats and a double play.
“They had a good clutch hit,” Searle
said.
“We were one pitch away from getting
out of that inning and they changed the
momentum.
“Trish came into the end of the first
inning and started out well in the second
game,” she said.
“We started out pretty strong and did
real well against a fine pitcher.”
The Panthers will travel to a warmer
climate for their next game in California
on Wednesday in a doubleheader against
the University of the Pacific before entering the Cal State Capital Classic March
15-18.

to Marty’s to either celebrate or drown their
sorrows with alcohol. Either way, it’s a winwin situation.
It is great the Panthers are going dancing
again, but it would be even better if the rest of
us could experience the whole scope of it.
I guess we will just have to wait until next
year. Because that is the other great thing
about small schools in the tournament. While
Kyle Hill and Matt Britton will graduate,
everybody else will come back.
Henry Domercant is only a sophomore and
isn’t going anywhere anytime soon. While
other big name players are contemplating
leaving early for the pros, players from midlevel conferences don’t make the jump like
that too often.
Austin Peay’s Trenton Hassel is rumored to
be thinking about making the jump himself,
but if he knows what is good for him, he won’t.
So the waiting game continues. More questions will be answered Sunday night. And then
the real fun begins later in the week. All eyes
will be on the little guys at the end of next
week. Let’s just hope that all of this national
attention doesn’t inflate the team’s ego.
Oh, what the hell. They’ve earned it. Go
ahead and super size your value meals from
Burger King next time. Just don’t let it go to
your head.

Ruthhart
from Page 12
stink, I just laugh because I’m having the time of my life.
To cover events like this is a once-in-a-lifetime chance and
is the reason why the three of us have spent countless hours
locked in Buzzard Hall’s newsroom to put out a paper every
day. All the work is worth the while when we get the opportunity to bring you such an experience through the paper, and
we intend to enjoy it and make the most of it.
While it may be rough hopping in a car and driving 24
hours to Boise (like DEN reporters had to do in ‘92), no matter what, I’m sure the three of us will come back with plenty
of stories.
So while many of you will be sitting in the sun on the
beach having the time of your life, we’ll be racking up miles
on a rent-a-car having the time of our lives.
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A frigid start
Panthers drop opening games to Fighting Illini
By Kristin Rojek

Softball

Associate sports editor

Despite the bitter cold, the softball team
opened its season Thursday night against the
University of Illinois, dropping both games
of the doubleheader 3-1, 12-0.
“Everyone was really excited for the
debut, but then it was really cold,” head
coach Lloydene Searle said.
The Fighting Illini broke into the second
game of the night with an early run in the
second inning. Illini freshman pitcher
Amanda Fortune allowed just three hits as
Illinois came on in the fourth inning with
four runs and added seven more in the fifth
inning for a 12-0 domination at Williams
Field.
“In the second game it just continued to

G1

G2

3 12
1 0

get colder,
and I thought
both teams
handled the
cold well, but
they had a
few
more
games under

their belt,” Searle said.
The game was called after the completion
of the fifth inning because of the slaughter
rule. The University of Illinois improved its
record to 12-6 while Eastern fell to an 0-2
start to the season.
“We competed with them and I was
happy with the girls in that regard,” Searle
said.
See FRIGID Page 11

Extra Innings

Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Sophomore ace Kristen Becker delivers a pitch in the first game of Eastern’s doubleheader with Illinois
at Williams’ Field Thursday afternoon. Eastern got swept in the doubleheader, losing 3-1 and 12-0.

Top Cat
“I want to be able to say that I’m an All-American.”

Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
e-mail: cubrr2@pen.eiu.edu

A pastor’s prophecy
In just his fifth year of wrestling,
Taylor has qualified for nationals

Rent-a-car
experience
of a lifetime

Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series taking
an in-depth look at Eastern’s top athlete from the
previous week. Winners are selected just once.
Selection is made by the Daily Eastern News
sports staff.

Kevin Mulcahy

W

hile most of you are
spending today
packing or preparing to hop on your
flight to some warm, tropical location, I sit in limbo.
While the rest of you hop in
your cars and go home to spend
time with family or work, I still sit
in limbo.
Unlike most of you, my spring
break destination does not rely
ontravel agencies, airline tickets, or
financial status. Mine relies on an
NCAA Selection comittee, and I
couldn’t be happier.
A bunch of people are going to
sit around a big table with a bracket and determine eight different
destinations for 64 teams, and at
the same time determine my Spring
Break destination.
Wherever the Panthers are seeded in the Big Dance, is where I and
my two sports reporting counterparts – Anthony Braviere and
Derek Cuculich – will be.
Our potential destinations
include Boise, San Diego, Kansas
City, Dayton, New Orleans,
Memphis, Greensboro and Long
Island.
Because flying the three of us
would cost this paper an astronomical amount of money, we’ll more
than likely be hopping in a rent-acar and road tripping it to our fateful destination.
While some people have told
me having my spring break determined by a basketball trip must
See RUTHHART Page 11
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Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Junior wrestler Louis Taylor earned Top Cat honors from The Daily Eastern News after qualifying for
nationals at the NCAA West Region in Laramie, Wyo. last weekend.

Close, but no cigar
Here’s who had a good week but didn’t quite make our cut for Top Cat of the week
Kyle Hill, senior guard
Jan Thompson,sophomore center
Hill was named OVC Tournament MVP,
tied conference tourney record for most
points with 99, named OVC AllTournament team and named ESPN’s
Dick Vitale’s Player of the Week.

Thompson led the Panthers in rebounding in
both the semi-final game with 10 boards and
the championship game with six. The sophomore made Eastern’s game-winning basket
after it was goal-tended by Austin Peay.

Henry Domercant, soph. forward
The sophomore was selected to the Ohio
Valley Conference All-Tournament team
after scoring 27 points in the Panthers
semi-final win over Murray State.
Domercant, who ranks fifth in the nation in
scoring, scored 20 points in Eastern’s
championship game against Austin Peay.

Scott Metz, junior pitcher

Metz picked up the Panthers only win
of the season thus far, giving up just
three runs in 5 2/3 innings against
No. 20 ranked South Alabama.

Staff writer

f it wasn’t for a suggestion his church pastor
made to him years ago, Louis Taylor would
never be where he is today – a national
qualiftying wrestler.
After noticing the natural ability of Taylor
wrestling around outside with some of his friends, a
church pastor in Chicago helped get the youngster
into a high school known for wrestling to pursue a
wrestling career.
“The church pastor saw me wrestling with some
of my buddies,” Taylor said. “He thought I looked like
a good wrestler, and he helped me get into Bogan.”
Taylor attended Bogan High School, a school that
was on the other side of the city from where Taylor
lived, but was known for having a good wrestling
program; however, he did not begin wrestling until he
was a junior.
During his high school career, Taylor placed sixth
in the state his junior year, finishing with a 40-4
record. He placed fourth in state with a 40-2 record as
a senior. Taylor was also the Chicago Public League
champ both years.
After a short, but very impressive high school
career, Taylor picked up and moved to California to
attend Lassen Community College, where he continued wrestling under the guidance of former Eastern
wrestler Rex Branum.
While attending Lassen, Taylor had to adjust to
new competition as well as a new lifestyle.
“It was a big difference,” Taylor said. “A big difference in competition and growing up. Lassen was
the three-time national champ at the community college level.”
While at Lassen, Taylor became a national junior
college qualifier, placing 7th in ‘99 at 174 pounds.
Finally, Taylor was given the opportunity to continue his education and compete at a higher level
when he made the decision to go to Eastern and learn
from the tutelage of Panther head wrestling coach
Ralph McCausland.
See PROPHECY Page 10

